Gobble up some good Books
Oak Grove’s

Thanksgiving
Reading Challenge
It is very important for your child to continue to read over the
holiday break. This extra incentive is being offered in order
to help you encourage your child.
WHAT IS myON?

How Do I Get to myON?

myON reader is a new digital library
now available to Oak Grove
Elementary students as a way to
nurture their love of reading. myON
allows children to explore a wide
selection of books they enjoy, while
pushing them to become more skilled
readers. Elementary and middle
school students have access to
thousands of books from just about
anywhere for free.

Go to the Oak Grove web page: http://oges.marshall.k12tn.net/

myON hooks students into reading
rigorous books filled with colorful
graphics and lively text, some read
aloud. myON challenges students by
testing, then matching them to books
that push them to grow as skilled
readers and learners.

Look for the myON button

click on it to go to the site

Log into the site:
Username is your child’s first name and last name initial
John Smith ‘s username is John S
Passwords are student lunch numbers

Here are steps your child can take to get the most out of myON.




Select books from the library's Recommended or Teacher's List tabs.
For students who are learning to read or need help with fluency,
they can listen to books read aloud.
Other students can turn off the read aloud feature by clicking the
mute button along the bottom of the screen.

We’ll be looking for the following students:

Those who have read the MOST BOOKS
Those who have read the MOST MINUTES
Those who have GROWN their LEXILE LEVEL

Save a
Turkey!

READ!

Classrooms who have read the MOST BOOKS and MINUTES over
the break.
We’ll be taking data from these dates: Nov. 22 - Nov. 26

